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CSC RESOLUTION NO. 002-93

RELATIVE TO COMMENDING EDWARD P. MENDIOLA FOR HIS
DEDICATED SERVICES TO THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
AND GOVERNMENT OF GUAM, AND WISHING HIM WELL IN
FUTURE ENDEAVORS

WHEREAS, EDWARD P. MENDIOLA was appointed by the Governor as a
Member of the Civil Service Commission on January 14,
1987 and completed his full six-year term on January 14,
1993; and

WHEREAS, the functions of the Civil Service Commission are varied
and complex and the duties and responsibilities
undertaken by Edward Mendiola were correspondingly
difficult and complex; and

WHEREAS, Edward Mendiola fulfilled the functions of a Commissioner
extremely well and was instrumental in the implementation
of significant projects and programs for the Government
of Guam such as the successful conclusion of the GovGuam
Comprehensive Classification and Compensation Study (Hay
Study) which was implemented on October 1, 1991 by Public
Law 21.59; and

WHEREAS, Edward Mendiola over the course of his term as a
Commissioner on several occasions served as the Acting
Chairperson at Commission meetings in the absence of the
Chairperson; and

WHEREAS, Edward Mendiola for a portion of his term as Commissioner
served as the Vice Chairperson of the Civil Service
Commission; and

WHEREAS, Edward Mendiola served the Civil Service Commission with
dignity and distinction and by doing so was of great
credit to the Commission; and

WHEREAS, Edward Mendiola at all times was fully prepared and
briefed himself in advance on each item scheduled for
Commission hearings which necessitated sacrificing
considerable personal and family time which he was not
compensated for; and

WHEREAS, Edward Mendiola helped to resolve difficult issues at the
Commission such as those dealing with a tight budget by
utilizing his personal time to study and familiarize
himself with the problems and then only after considered
deliberation offer constructive and workable alternative
solutions; and

WHEREAS, at times certain activities of the Civil Service
Commission have generated extreme private and public
scrutiny, Edward Mendiola has consistently been steadfast
in upholding the tenets of the merit system and by his
doing so helped to insure fair and objective treatment
for all those who came before the Commission to have
their cases heard;
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WHEREAS, Edward Mendiola will be missed professionally, socially, and personally; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, the Civil Service Commission hereby commends EDWARD P. MENDIOLA for his dedicated service and significant contributions to the Government of Guam and the Civil Service Commission, and wish him the best in his future endeavors; and be it further

RESOLVED, that this Resolution be awarded to EDWARD P. MENDIOLA and copies be transmitted to the Governor and Lt. Governor and one be retained in the personnel file of EDWARD P. MENDIOLA.

Dangkulu na si Yuus maase, Ed!

Duly and regularly adopted this ________ day of __________, 1993.
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Chairperson
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Commissioner
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Commissioner
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Commissioner

MANUEL W. PINAULIN
Vice Chairperson

ANDREA S. CASTRO
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